part of electric curling iron (metal base with accordion piece inside, and fabric covered cord)

part of electric curling iron (metal frame with two holes in column piece, black fabric covered cord)

electric heater (handheld heater, metal piece with spring heating mechanism inside, black and yellow fabric cord)

handheld vacuum cleaner (all metal with fabric black bag attached at end for debris, "The New Master 'Little Wonder' Electric whisk-brush, serial number 25302")

electric saw (missing blade, metal with wood handle and white/dirty fabric cord)

magnet

cleaner, flue

cleaner, flue

borer, bung

auger

auger

bracket, pair (x2)

battery, wet; frag (x2)

bracket, shelf

ring; hook

punch, center

tool, blacksmith; chisel

chisel

bit, drill
90 C91.18.1556 gripper (x2)

90 C91.18.1394 hub, carriage
90 C91.18.177 hubs, carriage (x2)

90 C91.18.1185 hub, carriage

Box- 93 perforator, and wire cutter

93 C91.18.518 tool, machinist wire (metal object with square solid peg attached to large screw with three levers)

perforator (large black object, with cylinder in center with numbers and holes and large handle that pressed down, "The American perforator Co. Chicago" printed on top)